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Accommodation Made Easy
On his recent return to Europe, Remix owner Tim Phin used Booking .com

to find the most unique and suitable places to stay.

LONDON

Ace Hotel, Shoreditch
100 Shoreditch High Street, London

• We started off our summer vacation, working in

London's most creative hub, Shoreditch. The hotel

boasts a great workspace, with everyone busy creating

and collaborating.

• Working in London felt less like work when surrounded

by the city's most interesting display of art. design and

innovation. Home to the hipsters, a good coffee and

street art is right outside the hotel foyer.

• Ace Hotel itself has an amazing restaurant. Hoi Polloi.

Taking a modern approach to traditional English food,

head chef, Simon Gregory offers a space to enjoy the

best of the British at every meal.

• A hub of music and culture, and nestled in the

basement, is Miranda. Seven nights a week seminars,

music performances and dance nights take place in this

basement bar.

PARIS

Buddah-Bar I Iotel,
Paris
4 Rue d'Anjoit, Paris

• More than a hotel, Buddah-Bar is an Institution;

combining the excitement of travel with the

elegance and history of the city outside.

• Located in a traditional Parisian 18th Century

building, and a short walk from the Louvre; the

Buddah-Bar Hotel is in the heart of Parisian

culture.

• Associated with the hotel is the world famous

Buddha Bar Restaurant. This is a cultural

experience of Asian/Parisian fusion. With delicious

food, a massive Buddha statue overlooking guests,

and house music on repeat; The Buddha Bar

Restaurant has reinvented high-energy dining.

• We were gifted one of the hotel's well-known CD

Lounge compilations. These give guests a piece

of their Parisian experience to take with them

wherever they go.
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JERUSALEM, ISRAEL

\ lamilla Hotel
Shlomo Ha-Melekh II St., Jerusalem

• The Mamilla Hotel is located right at the junction

between the old and new Jerusalem, and provides

stunning historic views across to the Old City Walls

from the hotel's rooftop bar.

• Sitting alongside Jerusalem's new shopping and

entertainment centre, the Hotel is the perfect

location for all types of travellers.

• The hotel is an architect's dream. Designed by

world-renowned architects, Moshe Safdie and Piero

Lissoni, the building's aesthetic is both modern and

reflective of the city's vast history. This truly needs

to be seen to be fully appreciated.

• Mamilla Hotel is home to Akasha Holistic Spa,

where the four elements (fire, water, air and

earth) are used to restore guests to a state of utter

relaxation.

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL

The Brown TLV
25 Kalisher St. Tel Aviv

• In the centre of the vibrant city of Tel Aviv,

and a short 10-minute walk to the beach. The

Brown TLV is the perfect place to experience

the art, culture and nightlife of the area.

• Perfect for those of business, and those

with a more hipster vibe. The decor boasts

a 7()'s warmth, designed by architect, Dario

Grunzweig and Tel Aviv local designer, Rubi

Israeli.

• The Brown TLV fully embraces the art of the

area. The hotel hosts art pop-up shops, and

takes inspiration for their interior designs

from the street art surrounding the hotel.

• Highly recommended by Vogue, Time and

National Geographic, The Brown TLV is

definitely a must-stay-at.

Finding the perfect place to stay on vacation

can be a laborious process, so it's important

to use sites you can trust. Booking.com

has over 1.3 million properties listed;

ranging from hotels to campsites, resorts to

homestays, and all the accommodation in

between. This site has been Europe's go-to

for a number of years now, and is thankfully

finding its feet here in New Zealand, with

5,300 properties listed across the country.

The site is a dream to use; with an easy-to-

use app and bookings on the go, changing

travel plans last minute was easy to manage.

Booking.com offers the flexibility necessary

when living in the fast-paced world of

today. I had the total freedom to update,

cancel and change my bookings, thanks to

Booking.com's free 24-cancellation policy.

Their 'Don't Pay 'Til You Stay' policy gave

me control over my vacation; meaning I

could change my hotel as quickly as my

plans changed, without having to worry

about spending more.
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